One girl treats the Worlds to a Movie Night!

Take a peek into the life of a CHAMPION debater

The unforgettable ASDC experience

Find out how DLSU won the Worlds bid

PLUS! Check out who’s onboard as we bring the Worlds to Manila!
ABOUT THE COVER

The King of the Road, and the unofficial national icon. It is impossible to go out onto the street of Manila and not come across at least a dozen jeepneys. The Jeepney came about when enterprising Filipinos repainted and repurposed left-over American jeeps from World War 2. Today, no two jeepneys look alike, with each one a canvas for the owner's expression. This symbol of Filipino creativity and ingenuity will once again be a symbol of honor and pride for the Philippines as the De La Salle University Debate Society brings the world to Manila in the 32nd staging of the World Universities Debate Championship, more commonly known as “Worlds,” with the theme “Take Me to Manila.”

So as the Organizing Committee prepares to host the Worlds in true Filipino hospitality, this quarterly magazine will bring you all the latest happenings in and around the staging of the De La Salle Worlds 2011-2012.

Mabuhay!
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DE LA SALLE UNIVERSITY WILL HOST THE 2011-2012 Worlds Universities Debating Championship (WUDC), winning over Hart House, University of Toronto, during the World Universities Debating Council Meeting held last January 1 in Antalya, Turkey.

DLSU won the bid via a lopsided 72-28 final vote, anchored on a solid Asian bloc voting 38-0. Convenor Dino de Leon, a La Salle alumnus, led the campaign activities and made the official pitch to the Council. De Leon believes that the Philippines, specifically DLSU, was highly favored because of the lower registration costs; the assurance that the host can provide ESL/EFL adjudicators to ensure responsiveness to all the issues of not only geographical regions but also linguistic groups; its promise to fly in 66 of the best judges in the world; and availability of diverse dietary requirements such as Halal, kosher, and vegetarian food.

The co-chief adjudicators for the tournament will be WUDC 2007 Best Speaker Sam Block (Cambridge Union) and 2004 Philippine Best Speaker, Lucinda Teresa David (DLSU). The Tabulation System, on the other hand, will be handled by Asian Champion Muhammad Abdul Latif.

WUDC or “Worlds” is the largest debating tournament and one of the larger international student events worldwide. Over 1,400 delegates from more than 50 countries are expected to participate in the 9-day event.

WUDC is the biggest, most prestigious, international debating tournament in the world.

**CO-CHIEF ADJUDICATIONS**

**SAM BLOCK**


**LUCINDA DAVID**

SOFITEL PHILIPPINE PLAZA
THE RESORT HOTEL BY THE BAY

THE ONLY 5-STAR luxury hotel in Manila with a resort setting, Sofitel Philippine Plaza is a gem in the bustling city. Boasting of spectacular views of the famous Manila Bay, and lush landscapes and greenery, the exquisite tropical setting within the city is unrivalled. Coupled with bright, open spaces, and elegant, minimalist interiors with a touch of traditional Filipino décor, Sofitel Philippine Plaza remains a favorite destination hotel among both local and international guests.

Located right next to the awe-inspiring Manila Bay, Sofitel Philippine Plaza sits adjacent to the iconic Cultural Center of the Philippines, with both domestic and international airports only 15 minutes away. Manila's prime cultural attractions such as the renowned Mall of Asia, the historic Spanish walled city of Intramuros and the Manila Cathedral are only a short distance from the hotel. About half an hour away is the vibrant central business district, Makati City, where world-class entertainment, shopping and dining options abound.

Sofitel Philippine Plaza is a structural masterpiece created by National Artist for Architecture Leandro Locsin, while the hotel's grounds, resort pool and gardens were designed by Ildefonso P. Santos, another National Artist. The hotel is a shining example of a classic collaboration between two famed designers – an endeavor that withstood the test of time and continues to delight visitors and guests.

The hotel continuously upgrades and renovates its rooms and facilities, and keeps the architecture of Lindy Locsin and the landscape of IP Santos intact and faithful to the original, well-served intent. The recent rooms renovation was undertaken by Spin Design Studios with headquarters in Japan.

The hotel has a total of 609 rooms, including 2 Opera Suites, 4 Luxury Suites, 8 Prestige Suites, 38 Sofitel Suites and the magnificent 398 square meter Imperial Suite.

The Imperial Suite’s exquisitely appointed rooms – all three bedrooms, foyer, living, dining and music rooms, along with a library, kitchen and service bedroom, are fit for royalty and celebrity. Heads of state and world personalities such as Tony Blair, Hillary Clinton, Julio Iglesias and Justin Timberlake have called the Imperial Suite their home in Manila.
At the Luxury Club Sofitel Room, total comfort and rejuvenation is the promise of the award-winning MyBed designed exclusively for Sofitel guests. With the spacious 42 sqm guest rooms, the experience of blissful rest is beyond compare.

The Superior Room has stylishly minimalist interiors showcasing the finest in Filipino craftsmanship, featuring exquisite capiz shells and coconut inlays.

There are many stellar service offerings and recreational facilities available to guests at Sofitel Philippine Plaza. LeSpa is a wellness sanctuary that takes you on a sensuous journey of well-being, using exclusive signature treatments and pampering body rituals that range from Eastern and modern western techniques, with a unique French touch. LeSpa's treatments integrate local Filipino flavor, as well, the Filipino's ancient art of healing, the Hilot Secret, being one of the most sought-after treatments. With elegant interiors of modern natural elements such as Philippine shell, dark wood and natural accents, LeSpa is a design oasis for the soul. Its modern facilities ensure the smoothest, most luxurious spa experience. A lounge, dry and wet sauna, foot spa area, manicure and pedicure stations, nine treatment suites that include a duo suite with huge bath tub, and spa suite with a state-of-the-art Trautwein Crystal Bath and sundeck, all together make for an unforgettable stay at LeSpa.

Philippe's Salon boasts of a team of highly trained hair and make-up specialists. It brings to guests the very latest in hair care technique and innovation under the leadership of French celebrity stylist, Philippe Tordjman.

The Zen Institute is a renowned medical spa featuring the latest and the finest in natural, non-invasive beauty and wellness treatments, such as facial contouring and body sculpting.

SoFit is a health and fitness center that provides up-to-the-minute wellness programs with top-of-the-line cardio machines from Life Fitness, free weights and the state-of-the-art strength training machine, Kinesis.

Sports and recreational facilities may also be enjoyed at the Hotel. A unique 10-stall aqua golf range allows guests to drive golf balls out to open sea, where they float for retrieval. A service jogging trail within the 2-acre property and the larger CCP complex makes for fun runs and brisk walks. Tennis and petanque courts further enhance the Hotel's recreational offers. The hotel's signature facility, however, is the beautiful lagoon-shaped swimming pool with two giant slides and cascading waterfalls that make it a breathtaking centerpiece in the midst of landscaped tropical gardens dotted with palm trees.

Food and beverage offerings at Sofitel Philippine Plaza are wonderfully abundant and inarguably world-class. Spiral, with its interactive restaurant concept, is the hotel's flagship dining outlet and is the biggest among hotels with seating for 480 people.
With multi-cuisine open cooking stations, Spiral serves favorites from the time-honored cuisines of China, India, Japan, Thailand, Europe and the Middle East in a spacious, natural setting of 2,500 square meters.

Sunset Bar features daily grilled barbecue buffets and an a la carte menu featuring local favorites. The magnificent Manila Bay sunset may be enjoyed on the grassy knoll of SoChill, as giant, white pillows are laid out with low cocktail tables, making for a perfect sunset cocktails experience.

LeBar, an innovative three-in-one concept – a bistro, patisserie and music lounge - offers a quiet alternative and a luxury a la carte menu. LeBar is designed by Spin Design Studio of Japan, the same firm that designed Spiral, and is considered the fashionable interactive dining outlet in the Hotel that enjoys a wide following of local epicurean diners. 7Pecados, the newest entertainment center in town illustrates chic, posh and trendy through its disco/bar and lounge that offers live entertainment by some of the country’s top musical artists.

Getaways at Sofitel Philippine Plaza are designed to be truly memorable, as its French savoir faire and gentle Filipino hospitality continue to delight and disarm. At Sofitel, life is magnifique!

For inquiries and reservations, please call (632) 551.5555 or (632) 832.6993, or email at room.reservations@sofitelmanila.com.

SOFITEL SIGNS ON AS OFFICIAL HOTEL RESIDENCE FOR DE LA SALLE WORLDS

KEEPING WITH OUR COMMITMENT TO PROVIDE 5-star accommodations, we are pleased to announce that the participants of 32nd World Universities Debate Championship will have Sofitel Philippine Plaza as their Official Residence. The hotel is part of the worldwide brand of Sofitel Luxury Hotels. Sofitel Philippine Plaza Manila has been particularly famous for its Spiral Buffet and Manila Bay View. All participants will be housed at Sofitel on a triple-share basis.

The hotel is conveniently located near the Philippine International Convention Center, several museums, theaters and the widely acclaimed Mall of Asia. Also, the hotel is fortunate to be near a 15-minute drive away from De La Salle University. The General Manager was kind enough to extend a 20% discount on all in-house restaurants and bars, 30% discount on Spa Massages and Treatments and 30% discount on recreational areas such as the aqua driving golf range, mini-golf putting green, tennis courts, etc. to all participants. Shuttles to the Mall of Asia will also be made available to participants on a first come, first serve basis for the duration of the tournament.

The contract was officially signed by Vice Chancellor for Lasallian Mission and External Relations Br. Bernard Oca together with the representatives of the World University Debate Championships Executive Committee. The Sofitel Philippine Plaza Manila was represented by its General Manager Mr. Guran Aleks in the contract signing held last July 28, 2010.
De La Salle Worlds congratulates

SAM BLOCK
Grand Finalist, London Australs 2010

and

LUCINDA DAVID
Grand Final Adjudicator, London Australs 2010
Grand Final Adjudicator, Auckland Australs 2010
Quarter Final Adjudicator, 2010 Euros

We are proud of you!

congratulations to

VICTOR BAGUILAT

Grand Champion
Over-all best Speaker
Grand Final Best Speaker
INTRAMUROS INTERNATIONAL IV

Grand Champion
LUZON IV

Former President
and
Team Captain,
La Salle Debate Society
Students from eleven different institutions were educated in the rudiments of debate through plenary and commune sessions conducted by noted alumni and current members of the La Salle Debate Society.

In order to spark further interest and develop a competitive spirit, BSDC was also host to the First Binondo Schools Debate Championship.

The Championship phase concluded with the Philippine Institute of Quezon City (PIQC) A winning the championship against UNO High School (UNO) A with Gillian Pua of PIQC A winning the Best Speaker in the Finals.

The teams debated on whether teacher’s salaries should be based on the performance of their students, with PIQC at the Affirmative. PIQC A won in a 4-3 split decision.

PIQC A was composed of Gillian Pua, Sarah Wong and Charles Tsoi. UNO High School A, on the other
hand, was composed of Sheila Tan, Ysah Shio and Matthew Que.

Ayrton Young of the Quezon City Christian Academy also won the award of Best Speaker of the tournament.

“I’ve always wanted to debate in high school, but there was no avenue to do so. I’m glad that we were able to introduce the art of debating to eager Filipino-Chinese students and I hope that this would be the start of more competitive debating from these institutions” said Bryan Lim Chua, Convenor of BSDC and alumnus of Grace Christian High School.

The BSDC was co-sponsored by the La Salle Debate Society and De La Salle Worlds with support from the Center for Pop Music Philippines, John Robert Powers, Business Mirror and Business World.
LA SALLE DEBATE SOCIETY SUCCESSFULLY HOSTS REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE TOURNAMENT

Last September, the La Salle Debate Society (LSDS) and the DLSU Worlds Organizing Committee hosted the 2nd Asian Schools Debate Championship (ASDC)—a prestigious debate competition aimed towards building a stronger high school debate community in the Asian region. For five days, De La Salle University became the convening place and melting pot of brilliant young minds from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, South Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines.

ASDC fostered high-spirited and fierce competition for debaters, adjudicators and public speakers alike, having a total of seven preliminary rounds and the usual break rounds starting from the Octofinals to the Grand Finals, and elimination and finals round for the public speaking contest.

Although LSDS had to cater to young and presumably innocent high school students, it did not hold back on the three socials during the tournament – the Opening Dinner, Break Night Party, and Championship Dinner. The Break Night Party, in particular, became one of the highlights of the tournament where the participants were treated to their own private New York-themed party complete with Mocktails (non-alcoholic cocktails) and a DJ at the 21st Floor of the Br. Andrew Gonzalez Hall.

In the end, it boiled down to a heated round between Ateneo de Manila High School (ADMHS 2) of the Philippines and Daewon Foreign Language School (DAEWON 1) of South Korea during the Grand Finals on the motion, “THBT governments should not be allowed to own media companies.” The Philippines held on to the championship title one more time as ADMHS 2 was announced the victor of the 2nd ASDC in a 6-5 split decision. However, DAEWON 1 did not go home empty handed as Jeewon Yoo was awarded as the Best Speaker of the finals and of the tournament.
The 2nd ASDC was a milestone in its hopefully long string of running years as LSDS turns over the tournament to Daewon Foreign Language School, who won the right to host the 3rd ASDC over Claret School of Quezon City (Philippines) during the first Asian High School Council Meeting presided by the De La Salle Worlds Convenor and ASDC Founder, Dino de Leon. Certainly, the whole Asian High School debate community shall be waiting for the 3rd ASDC with anticipation of what kind of debating culture and twist Seoul will be able to offer.

Clockwise from top-right: high school kids partying like there are no break rounds tomorrow; 2nd ASDC Adjudication Core with Crystal Francisco and Br. Michael Broughton FSC; ASDC participants reading materials from ASDC Sponsor, The International Herald Tribune; Ateneo High School getting all the glory as they win the Grand Final of ASDC; LP gets ‘fashionista award’ for being the best-dressed for the whole tournament.
Congratulations to the winners of the
2nd Asian Schools Debate Championship
Champion: Ateneo de Manila High School 2
(Vincent Soriano, Javier Pablo, Jose Antonio Sison)
Runner-up: Daewon Foreign Language School 1
(Jeewon Yoo, Joonpyo Sohn, Min Chul Cho)
Novice Champions: Ladies College 3
(Anisha Dias Bandaranaike, Radhika Sundararaj, Sunela Pathirana)
Public Speaking Champion:
Juan Carlos Natividad
Claret School of Quezon City
Best Speaker (Prelims and Finals):
Jeewon Yoo
Daewon Foreign Language School
LAST JULY, THE YOUTH NETWORKING ZONE PROVIDED AN AVENUE for young people to conduct events that will serve the interests of its fellow young people such as film showing, seminars and symposium.

I was honored and privileged to have conducted a debate seminar workshop for young people at the YNWZ. My topic is about how debate can be a tool for discourse and information dissemination about HIV and AIDS especially when one talks about the aspect of policy making and decision making process and engaging talks with world leaders.

Moreover, it provided me an opportunity to invite young people who are students in their respective countries to join the Filipino debate community in 2011 as our country hosts the World Universities Debate Championship at De La Salle University. Ten schools have already committed to join and I am still following up my friends and network for other possible commitment to join.

LIMITED EDITION
DE LA SALLE WORLDS BALLERS & KEYCHAINS FOR SALE!!!

Ballers and Keychains are available at Php 30 each at the De La Salle Worlds Office for the benefit of De La Salle Worlds.
Aquino Administration: THE FUTURE AHEAD OF US
A forum on Philippine Governance

January 2011
Teresa Yuchengco Auditorium
De La Salle University
visit www.dlsuworlds.com for more information
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It doesn’t come as a surprise that champion debater and public speaker Bianca Lagdameo would rather work on a fundraiser for WORLDS instead of throwing a lavish party for her friends on her birthday.

A champion debater and public speaker, Bianca has always been actively supportive of all the endeavors of the debate society.

More than 300 people came out to support the first pocket event of De La Salle Worlds on the evening of June 18, 2010 - a Movie Night featuring the Special Screening of Toy Story 3. The Audience composed of different interests lined up in front of the theater half an hour before the film, all excitedly anticipating the event. With the support coming from our sponsors, RFM Corporation and media partners, Business Mirror and Business World, the audience received Kettle Korn Popcorn, Selecta Milk Products, Alo Green Tea and a Swift Hotdog, and, of course, a warm welcome from the Worlds Organizing Committee.

These, plus a sheet of Toy Story stickers, came inside plastic bags sponsored by Business World. Gracing us with their enthusiasm for the project, Timezone also distributed game coupons to the children who watched the film. Although we and our sponsors fully knew what we gave those who participated the event - we made an inventory of things to be distributed; we followed protocol - it seemed nice to think that we had given more.

Various emotions filled the movie house. Laughter spread beginning from the short film before the feature presentation that eventually morphed into mixed feelings towards the end of the event. The sentimental cried, perhaps dug up their toys and selfishly hugged them forgetting that these inanimate items utilize their utility most in the hands of the age group which they were made for. Some thought the movie as a comedy treat and went home with laughing muscles eased that had made them easy to please - at least during the rest of the night. These were those who watched with critic’s eye and rose from their seats thinking of issues like the owner-toy relationship and innate nature of toys.
would like to thank the following...

for the Movie Screening:

alo green tea, Kettle Korn, Selecta, Swift, Timezone

Ms. Lissa Alvarado, Ms. Ericka Apostol, Ms. Aileen Francisco, Ms. Patricia Gan, and Ms. Mary Love Siy

for the Binondo Schools Debate Camp:

John Robert Powers, Center for Pop Music Philippines, Inc.

for the 2nd Asian Schools Debate Championship:

INTERNATIONAL
Herald Tribune
DLSU PUSO

Johnson & Johnson

and to our Media Partners that have been supporting DLSU Worlds pocket events:

BusinessMirror, BusinessWorld

www.bworldonline.com

Again, thank you very much!
In the world of debate, few can claim to be as successful as Lucinda Teresa David during their entire debating career. She counts having been the Oxford Intervarsities (novice) champion, a two-time Cambridge Intervarsities Quarterfinalist among her most notable international achievements, not to mention bagging the national championship here in the Philippines.

More than a talented debater, Lucy is also a gifted public speaker. Her wit and humor has won her the prize of being Asian Best Public Speaker twice. As an adjudicator or debate judge, her ability to dissect arguments and give fair evaluation has brought her to the highest rounds in the most prestigious debate tournaments. Quite recently, she was invited to judge the Grand Finals of the Austral-Asian Debate Championship.

In a rare interview, we ask her about her aspirations and motivations as a competitive debater and speaker to get a glimpse of the debate world through Lucinda’s eyes.
Worlds Magazine: What made you stay in debate?

Lucy: I stayed long for the love of debate and the people in it. The debate society gave a lot to me in terms of opportunities and life skills. I wanted to give back in return. Teaching people to master debate is not an overnight process. Articulation is after all not just about confidence and pulling flowery words out of a hat. It’s about intelligence, honesty and heart. These things are neither easy to learn nor quick to teach so a certain length of time is required of any student or teacher of debate, which is why I guess I ended up staying as long as I did.

Worlds Magazine: Doesn’t it bother you to be arguing with other people?

Lucy: Only if I lose, I’m kidding, I think arguing has gotten a bad press actually. Arguing is not bad. If it gets heated and you pull out a gun from your car (I support a Gun Ban, btw), then it becomes horrifying.

But to me, arguing about issues and social policies as akin to subjecting an idea to the test. And it’s some weak ass experiment like a litmus test or what not. This test is of the fire and brimstone kind with people facing off and adversarially analysing each other’s ideas. The fiery nature of the exercise is important because it ensures that an idea will pass through a difficult passage in order for it to be implemented in society. Only then can we say to ourselves we might be wrong, but at least we did everything in our power (in terms of disclosure) to make sure we weren’t. That to me is what arguing and debating is.

Worlds Magazine: Don’t you get intimidated by international debaters?

Lucy: I’m a fairly confident person, but I have to admit, the first few times I went up against people from Harvard, Oxford or Cambridge and heard the lovely accents, everything they said sounded clever. They could be saying things like ‘please pass me that bottle of water’ and I couldn’t help but to
be impressed, but the novelty passed. Their accents are still lovely, but their arguments can be taken down. In one crucial round, my partner, Grant and I went up against the best teams in World Universities Debating Championships, 3 Cambridge teams, The debate was about whether or we should tie aid to women’s rights happens to be one of my specialty topics. We defeated every single Cambridge team that round which until that round, we were still undefeated. People started calling us the Cambridge Slayers. I guess when I realized I could stand toe-to-toe with the best international debaters, I was no longer afraid.

Worlds Magazine: How does it feel to win prestigious tournaments?

Lucy: It was an amazing feeling to win the Oxford IV (novices). The incredibly impressive Oxford Union Chamber was filled to capacity. It is a very famous room with its even more famous alumni’s portraits lining the wall (the late Benazir Bhutto, the former president of Pakistan, Albert Einstein, King Henry the 8th, 13 Prime Ministers of England, several Nobel Prize winners, etc.). Everyone was in their tuxedos and gowns with a string quartet playing live music. The Hall grew quiet when they announced the winners. When they said our team name, there was a burst of applause. However, people couldn’t see us because we were the smallest in the room. They made the way for us in that thick crowd with everyone patting us on our shoulders or head as we made our way to get our trophy. It was a really cool experience.

Despite her many achievements, Lucy still strives to maintain and promote a scholarly lifestyle by joining and promoting various debate related tournaments and activities. Currently, she has been asked to be the Chief Adjudicator of the World Universities Debating Championship with champion debater, Sam Block. Together, Lucinda and Sam are developing an adjudication training program to help bridge the differences in the standards of judging by different debate societies.
Philippine Inter Collegiate Debate Championship,
University of the Philippines-Diliman: DLSU Team A composed of Jasper Go, Carl Reyes and the newly elected Team Captain, Julian Bautista reached the octofinals; and DLSU Team B composed of Joseph Rigodon, Kurt See and Paolo Santiago reached the quarterfinals.

1st United Asians Debate Championships (UADC),
Assumption University: Full-contingent break-all three teams sent made it past the elimination. DLSU A composed of Kurt See, Julian Bautista; DLSU B composed of Joseph Rigodon, Jasper Go, Paolo Santiago; and DLSU C Crystal Francisco, Dino de Leon and Paolo Franco reaching the Pre-Octofinals, Kurt See was also declared as the 8th Best Speaker in Asia.

Peking IV’s,
PEKING UNIVERSITY: Joseph Rigodon, and Kurt See, Junior Varsity Debaters reached the Grand Finals, while alumni debater Dino de Leon participated as adjudicator.

Manila Intervarsities (MINT):
The team composed of Joseph Rigodon, Kurt See and James Sy reached the Quarter Finals of the tournament. Dino de Leon was a DCA (Deputy Chief Adjudicator) and Carl Reyes was declared 3rd Best Adjudicator in the tournament.

Ateneo IV’s:
An international intervarsity participated in by universities from neighboring countries such as Singapore and Malaysia. DLSU Team A composed of Joseph Rigodon, Carl Reyes and Julian Bautista reached the Octofinals of the said international IV.
over 1400 participants from more than 50 countries across the globe come to MANILA to grace De La Salle University's 100 years in the Philippines as they compete in the 32nd World Universities Debate Championship

JOIN THE RIDE.
Be one of our sponsors and help us bring the WORLDS to Manila.

They're already onboard... We're saving a seat for YOU!

Official Residence of DLSU Worlds: SOFITEL LUXURY HOTELS Philippine Plaza Manila
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Do you have something to share with the World?

become a contributor!

e-mail your story and pictures to:

gabriel.pavico@dlsuworlds.com

Events to watch out for:

International Day of Peace Forum
October

Debate and Adjudication Congress
November

La Salle International Intervarsity (LS IV) and De La Salle Worlds Launch Party
December

for updates, visit

www.dlsuworlds.com